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Abstract 1 
Tick-borne encephalitis (TBE) is an emerging vector-borne zoonotic disease reported 

in several European and Asiatic countries with complex transmission routes that 

involve a number of key  vertebrate host species other than a major tick vector. 

Understanding and quantifying the interaction between ticks and main hosts involved 

in the TBE virus (TBEv) cycle is crucial in estimating the threshold conditions for TBEv 

emergence and spread. Some hosts, such as rodents, act both as feeding hosts for 

ticks and reservoirs of the infection. Other species, such as deer, provide important 

sources of blood for feeding ticks but they do not support TBE virus transmission, 

acting instead as dead-end (i.e., incompetent) hosts.  We used eco-epidemiological 

models to explore the dynamics of tick populations and TBEv infection in relation to 

the density of two key hosts, deer and rodents. Both host may act as tick amplifiers, 

but at high densities may also dilute pathogen transmission. Model outputs were 

validated with empirical data regarding the effect of host densities on tick population 

dynamics and TBE virus infection from selected European foci in Italy and Slovakia.    

In addition, we investigated the effect of using various models to describe tick 

aggregation on TBEv dynamics in a long-term study site in Trentino (Northern Italy). 

Specifically, we modelled the number of ticks per rodent host by using Negative 

Binomial, Poisson-LogNormal and Power Law (PL) distributions. PL model seems to 

better describe the strong heterogeneity observed in our data. Using a stochastic 

model, we observed that TBEv infection is highly dependent on the capability of the 

implemented model to describe tick burden on rodents. Specifically, we found that 

the epidemic threshold and the prevalence equilibria obtained in epidemiological 

simulations with PL distribution are a good approximation of those observed in 

simulations feed with empirical distribution. 

 

 

 

Abstract 2 
Dobrava-Belgrade virus (DOBV) is the most pathogenic hantavirus in Europe with a 

case-fatality rate of up to 12%. Here we present the prevalence of antibodies to DOBV 

in a population of Apodemus avicollis in the Province of Trento (northern Italy) from 

2000-2013. Over the 14-year study period, 2189 animals were live-trapped and mean 

hantavirus seroprevalence was 3.15% (S.E.=0.3 %), ranging from 0% (in 2000, 2002 and 

2003) to 12.5% (in 2012) with an abrupt increase from 2010. Climatic (temperature 

and precipitation) and host (population density; individual body mass and sex; and 

larval tick burden) variables were analyzed with Generalized Linear Models using 

multi-model inference to select the best model. Mean annual precipitation, annual 

maximum temperature and individual body mass were found to have a positive effect 

on DOBV seroprevalence. We discuss possible conditions that may explain the 

observed pattern. We are also exploring whether contact rates differed among 

individual yellow-necked mice and how host heterogeneities may inuence potential 

DOBV transmission using network theory. 


